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MIDDLESBROUGH COUNCIL 
 

 
Report of: Executive Member for Finance and Governance; Strategic Director of 

Finance, Governance and Support 

 

Submitted to: Executive, 3 September 2019 

 

Subject: Strategic Plan 2019-22 – Progress at Quarter One 2019/20 

 

Summary 

 

Proposed decision(s) 

That the Executive notes the Council’s Quarter One 2019/20 Results report (Appendix 1) 
and the actions to be taken to address the issues set out within it. 

That the Executive notes that £2.475m of 2019/20 savings have now been identified as 
being unachievable this year (Appendix 2) and approves £2.771m additional savings 
proposed to mitigate this non-achievement (Appendix 3), taking account the impact 
assessments undertaken (Appendix 4). 

That the Executive approves a formal consultation process be undertaken with the 
public and key stakeholders on the future of Berwick Hills Children’s Centre. 

That the Executive approves the proposed revenue budget virements of over £150,000 
(Appendix 5). 

That the Executive approves the proposed revised Investment Strategy to 2021/22 
(Appendix 6). 

 

Report for: Key decision: Confidential: Is the report 

urgent? 

Decision Yes – over the 
financial threshold 
(£150,000) 

No No 

 

Contribution to delivery of the 2019-22 Strategic Plan 

Business Imperatives Physical Regeneration Social Regeneration 

Quarterly monitoring, review and action planning plays a central role in ensuring that the 
Strategic Plan is delivered effectively. 

 

Ward(s) affected 

None. 
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What is the purpose of this report? 
 
1. This report advises the Executive of progress against the 2019-22 Strategic Plan, and 

the Council’s projected year-end financial position at Quarter One 2019/20. It 
recommends a number of mitigating actions to address financial issues identified 
during the Quarter One review. 
 

Why does this report require a member decision? 
 
2. The Council’s Scheme of Delegation gives the Executive collective responsibility for 

corporate strategic performance and financial management / monitoring, together with 
associated action. 
 

3. Standing Orders and Financial Procedures require the Executive’s approval for major 
virements between revenue budgets, and in-year changes to the Council’s capital 
Investment Strategy. 
 

4. The Quarter One 2019/20 report, attached at Appendix 1 provides the necessary 
information to enable the Executive to discharge its performance and financial 
management responsibilities, setting out for quarter one 2019/20: 
 

 a progress update against the 2019-22 Strategic Plan 

 revenue and capital budget predicted outturns at Quarter One; 

 position statements in relation to the Council’s borrowing and its reserves; 

 an update on the Council’s Strategic Risk Register; and  

 actions that the Council has taken to address performance issues. 
 

5. A revised Investment Strategy for the period to 2021/22 is also provided for 
consideration and approval. 
 

Report Background 
 
6. The 2019/20 Quarter One Results at Appendix 1 sets out positive performance in many 

areas. Notably, 23 of the 30 priorities (77%) within the 2019-2022 Strategic Plan were 
assessed as on target to be achieved, with 9 of 28 measures of success showing 
improvement at the end of Quarter One and only three worsening. 
 

7. Priorities rated Red at Quarter One are broadly unchanged from Year-End 2018/19 and 
include the local crime rate, life expectancy and looked after children. These matters 
clearly relate to the priorities of the newly-elected Mayor of Middlesbrough and it is 
anticipated that the revised Vision for Middlesbrough (scheduled to be presented to 
Council in September 2019) will provide fresh impetus to address these long-term 
issues. 
 

8. The Council is reporting a predicted overspend of £336,000 on its 2019/20 revenue 
budget at the end of Quarter One, due principally to continued pressures in Children’s 
Care. Strong action will continue to be taken during 2019/20 to mitigate these ongoing 
spending pressures.   

 
9. During Quarter One an assurance exercise was carried out on planned savings for 

2019/20, and it was identified that £2.475m of these savings would not now be 
achieved during this financial year. These are detailed in Appendix 2.  
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10. The majority of these savings are in Children’s Care. The 2018/19 year-end report 
highlighted that for 2019/20 the Children’s Care department had plans to mitigate 
ongoing savings pressures by: 
 

 developing ‘Edge of Care’ services to support families where children are at risk of 
becoming looked after to become more stable and remain together; 

 growing in house residential and fostering services to provide quality placements for 
children and young people as well as value for money for the authority; and 

 maximising opportunities for external support to support the cost of children and 
young people with complex needs in high cost placements. 

 
11. While some progress has been made on these actions, fully delivering the required 

transformation within Children’s Care is taking longer than initially anticipated due to 
difficulties in maintaining a stable workforce as a result of national and regional issues 
with social worker recruitment, which has impacted on skills and capacity available to 
drive forward improvement and savings initiatives. Key appointments have now been 
made and it is expected that the planned savings will be achieved in 2020/21. 
 

12. In respect of the other planned savings that will not be achieved in the current year: 
 

 the review of Transporter Bridge operational arrangements has been delayed due 
to Trade Union concerns around the potential health and safety implications of 
proposed changes; 

 in Adult Social Care, the review of contracts with warden support providers has 
been delayed; consultation on changes to charging for the Connect service was 
also delayed, with the consultation identifying that take-up of the service following 
the introduction of the charge would not be sufficient to achieve the saving; and the 
tendering for a partner for the adult social care contact centre yielded no responses;  

 in Public Health and Public Protection, the demand-led nature of the sexual health 
service contract meant that this saving was unachievable in 2019/20; and 

 within the Digital Programme, the digital purchasing project needed to be re-scoped 
as the planned activity would not be sufficient to deliver the targeted saving, and 
savings within Adult Social Care anticipated from agile working will be achieved 
later than expected due to the delay in recruiting a project manager. 
 

13. In order to mitigate the effects of these and other delayed savings, additional savings 
proposals totalling £2.771m (Appendix 3), have been developed for approval by the 
Executive for delivery during 2019/20. 
 

14. The Equality and Diversity section of this report and the impact assessments at 
Appendix 4 set out the impacts from approving these savings. Of the 18 proposals, 
only two were considered to have potential negative differential impact on diverse 
groups and communities, with the remainder having no or minimal impact on local 
communities or employees. These are the early cessation of School Improvement 
Strategy and Programme (CC 14.3) and the proposed closure of Berwick Hills 
Children’s Centre (CC 15). These two proposals also represent a reversal of decisions 
taken by the Executive in place prior to the May 2019 elections, and are summarised in 
further detail below. 
 
School Improvement Strategy and Programme 
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15. In 2016 Executive agreed to provide additional, one off and time limited, funding for a 
proposed programme of activities that would deliver the ambitions set out in the School 
Improvement Strategy.   The additional funding was designed to supplement core, 
statutory services and strengthen school support to achieve improved outcomes for 
children.  The funding was due to cease in March 2020, with the aim that work would 
be undertaken to mainstream those activities within the programme that had been most 
successful, either by absorbing them into business as usual practices or actively 
seeking alternative external funding sources.  The proposal is that this funding ceases 
in September 2019 instead.   Since 2016 approximately £1.4million has been spent 
from this fund.  The proposal if agreed, would result in a saving of £420,000 from the 
remaining additional funds.  Plans were already underway to transition to business as 
usual levels of funding as the programme was nearing its end.  These plans will be 
expedited to speed up plans to secure the future of successful elements of the 
programme.  There will be a reduction in the level of support, those activities that were 
less successful in improving outcomes will not be continued.  There may also be an 
interruption to some activities if alternative external funding cannot be secured before 
this funding is withdrawn.  Action will be taken to mitigate this risk as far as is possible, 
however it is reliant on funding windows. 
 
Berwick Hills Children’s Centre 
 

16. In June 2018 Berwick Hills Primary School terminated the lease for the co-located 
Berwick Hills Children’s Centre. This termination required the Children’s Centre to find 
a new premises, and while a new site was sought, members of the public were 
redirected to services at nearby centres. 

 
17. A service has not been delivered from Berwick Children’s Centre for the last twelve 

months and therefore the Executive is asked to approve formal public consultation on 
the future of the centre. 

 
18. The consultation will propose that the centre is closed, as in the period from June 2018 

to date it has become evident that there is sufficiency of provision in the two wards. In 
addition the local delivery model has evolved to ensure the needs of children and 
families in the area are still being met through alternative methods e.g. targeted 
outreach, which have reduced the need for a Children’s Centre in the ward. As such, 
the initial impact assessment has identified no negative differential impact on diverse 
groups and communities from this proposal. 
 

19. Following consultation a further report will be brought back to the Executive setting out 
findings from the consultation, updating the impact assessment, and recommending 
the future course of action by the end of 2019.  
 

20. Two proposals will need to be approved by other bodies (use of Middlesbrough’s 
element of the Youth Offending Service reserve will need to be agreed by the South 
Tees YOS Board, and use of Better Care Fund monies will need to be approved by the 
South Tees Integration Management Group on behalf of the Health and Wellbeing 
Board). 
 

21. If all the additional savings are successfully delivered and there is no further slippage 
on savings already programmed in the Change Programme, no further savings will be 
required in 2019/20, and the overspend at year end would be £336,000. An overspend 
at this level can be covered by the Council’s reserves. 
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22. In addition, a range of spending controls will remain in operation across all Directorates 

during 2019/20 to mitigate the risk of potential further overspends. Nevertheless, it is 
considered prudent to rate the strategic priority of in-year budget performance as Red 
at the present time, with the position to be reviewed at Quarter Two. 
 

23. The Council is predicted to spend 94% of its agreed capital budget in 2019/20, with the 
remainder transferring to 2020/21. A proposed revised Investment Strategy is attached 
to this report at Appendix 6. A more comprehensive review of the Investment Strategy 
will be undertaken alongside the refresh of the Strategic Plan later in 2019 to ensure 
deployment of resources continues to be aligned with the organisation’s priorities. 
 

What decisions are being asked for?  
 
24. That the Executive notes the Council’s Quarter One 2019/20 Results report (Appendix 

1) and the actions to be taken to address the issues set out within it. 
 

25. That the Executive notes that £2.475m of 2019/20 savings have now been identified as 
being unachievable this year (Appendix 2) and approves £2.771m additional savings 
proposed to mitigate this non-achievement (Appendix 3), taking account the impact 
assessments undertaken (Appendix 4). 
 

26. That the Executive approves a formal consultation process be undertaken with the 
public and key stakeholders on the future of Berwick Hills Children’s Centre. 
 

27. That the Executive approves the proposed revenue budget virements of over £150,000 
(Appendix 5). 
 

28. That the Executive approves the proposed revised Investment Strategy to 2021/22 
(Appendix 6). 
 

Why is this being recommended? 
 

29. To enable the effective management of finances, performance and risk in line with the 
Council’s Local Code of Corporate Governance, the Scheme of Delegation and agreed 
corporate financial regulations.  

 
Other potential decisions and why these have not been recommended 
 
30. The Council has a legal duty to address its financial challenges. If not approved, 

savings proposals outlined in Appendix 3 will need to be replaced by other proposals. It 
is considered that this combination of proposals offers the most effective means of 
addressing the underachievement of planned savings for 2019/20, while mitigating the 
impact on local communities.  

 
Impact(s) of recommended decision(s) 
 
Legal 
 
31. The proposed recommendations are consistent with and will promote the achievement 

of the Council’s legal duty to achieve Best Value. The Council’s impact assessment 
process complies with the requirements of the Equality Act 2010. 
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32. In respect of Children’s Centres, the Council has a statutory duty to ensure sufficient 

provision under Section 5A of the Childcare Act 2006 and consult publically on any 
changes. Legal notification is required to be made to the Department for Education of 
the closure of a Children Centre.  
 

Financial 
 
33. The financial implications of the projected revenue and capital budget outturns at 

Quarter One are set out within Appendix 1 of the report. Appendix 5 sets out a number 
of virements of over £150,000 for approval of the Executive. The majority of these are 
movements from Children’s Care to the Business, Performance and Change 
Directorate of Children’s Services, providing greater momentum to the transformation 
of children’s social care. 

 
Policy framework 
 
34. The Strategic Plan and associated budgets form part of the Council’s Policy 

Framework. All proposed variations set out in this report are in line with authority 
delegated to the Executive. 

 
Equality and diversity 
 
35. The Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) requires that when exercising its functions the 

Councils must have due regard to the need to:- 
 

 eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct that is 
prohibited by or under this Act; 

 advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected 
characteristic and persons who do not share it; and 

 foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic 
and persons who do not share it. 

 

36. In having due regard to the need to advance equality of opportunity, the Council must 
consider, as part of a single equality duty: 

 

 removing or minimising disadvantages suffered by persons who share a relevant 
protected characteristic that are connected to that characteristic; 

 taking steps to meet the needs of persons who share a relevant protected 
characteristic that are different from the needs of people who do not share it; and 

 encouraging people who share a protected characteristic to participate in public life 
or in any other activity in which participation is low. 

 
37. As reported to Council in March 2019, no negative differential impact on diverse groups 

and communities is anticipated from the direction of travel set out in the Strategic Plan 
2019-22 or the Council’s planned budgetary expenditure.  
 

38. The additional savings proposed to mitigate those that will not now be achieved in 
2019/20 (listed at Appendix 3) have been impact assessed, with assessments set out 
at Appendix 4. As stated above, of the 18 proposals, only two were considered to have 
potential negative differential impact on diverse groups and communities: 
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CC 14.3  Early cessation of School Improvement Strategy and Programme 
CC 15 Proposed closure of Berwick Hills Children’s Centre. 
 

39. A full impact assessment of CC 14.3 found that the early cessation of the School 
Improvement Strategy and Programme would result in an impact that could not be fully 
mitigated. While business-as-usual levels of service are not impacted, because the 
Council chose to over-provide in this area, there is an impact. The impact assessment 
states that this impact is justified because the funding was over and above funding 
provided for the school improvement service. The proposal to close the Children’s 
Centre (CC 15) identified that the impact would be fully mitigated. This impact 
assessment will be finalised following completion of the formal consultation process.  
While the proposals will also impact on staffing levels, there are no concerns that this 
impacts would be disproportionately adverse as a result of staff affected holding one or 
more protected characteristics.  HR policies, which are separately impact assessed to 
ensure they are fair, will be used to manage this process. 
 
Risk 

 
40. The Strategic Risk Register sets out those risks that, if they occurred, would impact on 

the Council’s ability to deliver its strategic priorities.  In line with the Council’s Risk 
Management Framework, the Council’s Strategic Risk Register was reviewed in the 
quarter, and is summarised in Appendix 1. 
 

41. In the 2018/19 year-end report to the Executive, an update was provided on the 
progress that had been made in addressing the shortage of secondary school places in 
the town. Following work to secure an additional 92 places, it can be confirmed that all 
children who need a secondary school place have now been offered one. 
 

42. The risk of a ‘no deal’ BREXIT continues to be the highest scoring risk. Following an 
LMT review of strategic risks, a number were escalated to the Strategic Risk Register 
including: 

 

 risk of retail market distress impacting on the town centre; 

 risk of historical investigations requiring changes to practice; 

 risk of historical child abuse claims; and 

 reduction in front line policing impacting on crime levels and community resilience. 
 

43. Given the ongoing significant financial challenges in local government finance, the 
Chief Executive has commissioned a review of the Council’s risk appetite, particularly 
around acceptance of financial risk. The outcome of this will be presented to Executive 
for consideration during Quarter Two. 

 
Actions to be taken to implement the decision(s) 
 
44. Mitigating activity set out in Appendix 1 will be implemented by Directorates as stated. 

 
45. Work is underway to revise the 2019-22 Strategic Plan to incorporate the priorities of 

the Mayor and his Executive. It is anticipated that the revised Strategic Plan will be 
presented to Council in December 2019. 

 
Appendices 
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1 2019/20 Quarter One Results 

2 2019/20 savings now unachievable in-year 

3 2019/20 replacement savings 

4 2019/20 replacement savings – impact assessments 

5 Proposed virements at Quarter One 2019/20 

6 Proposed revised Investment Strategy at Quarter One 2019/20 

 
Background papers 
 
15/03/19 Council Strategic Plan 2019-22 
11/06/19  Executive Strategic Plan 2018-22 – Progress at year end 2018/19 

 
Contact: Paul Stephens, Head of Strategy, Information and Governance 
  Andrew Humble, Head of Financial Planning and Support 
Email:  paul_stephens@middlesbrough.gov.uk 
  andrew_humble@middlesbrough.gov.uk  
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:paul_stephens@middlesbrough.gov.uk
mailto:andrew_humble@middlesbrough.gov.uk
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Appendix 1:  2019/20 Quarter One Results 
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Appendix 2: 2019/20 savings now unachievable in-year 
 

Ref Saving 
2019/20 

(£000s) 

Environment and Commercial Services 

REG 06 Review of Transporter Bridge operational arrangements. 23 

 Sub-total 23 

Adult Social Care and Health Integration 

ASC 04 Review all contracts with warden support providers to release efficiencies. 30 

ASC 05 Implement charge for Connect Service to recipients in receipt of Pension Credit Guarantee, historically funded by 
Supporting People Grant (which has now been removed by Central Government), in line with other users of the service 
in Middlesbrough and in line with other councils. 

269 

ASC 06 Explore opportunities to partner with existing adult social care contact centre provider with a view to sharing services and 
reducing operating costs. 

80 

 Sub-total 379 

Public Health and Public Protection 

PHPP 03 Adjust Sexual Health Service budget to incorporate efficiencies already achieved. 104 

 Sub-total 104 

Children’s Care 

CC 01 Edge of Care (MBC delivery). 324 

CC 04 Demand modelling. 909 

CC 05 Fostering placement. 177 

CC 06 Review of Post-18 Leaving Care provision. 30 

CC 07 30% reduction in commissioned resource workers. 240 

CC 11 Maximising CHC and Education contributions. 204 

 Sub-total 1,884 

Digital 

DIG 04 Savings from improved efficiencies resulting from the implementation of digital purchasing. 45 

DIG 07 Savings from improved efficiencies within Adult Social Care resulting from the take-up of agile working. 40 

 Sub-total 85 

   

 Total 2,475 
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Appendix 3: 2019/20 replacement savings 
 

Ref Saving 
2019/20 

(£000s) 

Environment and Commercial Services 

REG 06 Savings in running costs of Transporter Bridge. 26 

 Sub-total 26 

Adult Social Care and Health Integration 

ASC 02 Savings from delay in opening new site for hospital discharge service. 48 

ASC 10 Change sleep-in payments from hourly rate to standard fee (with effect from 01/10/19). 247 

ASC 10 Savings from Independent Supported Living reviews. 116 

ASC 11 Decommission and replace support service at Bransby Court. 27 

ASC 12 Secure funding from the Better Care Fund for Connect Service for falls activity (subject to approval of South Tees IMG). 75 

 Sub-total 513 

Public Health and Public Protection 

PHPP 07 Contract adjustments across early intervention and early achievement of planned contract cessations. 247 

 Sub-total 247 

Children’s Services 

CC 03 Savings from implementation of new sleep-in payment model in children’s homes. 162 

CC 14 Departmental recruitment freeze (assessment of impact undertaken to ensure statutory service delivery is maintained). 957 

CC 14.1 Utilisation of MBC share Youth Offending Service reserve (subject to approval of the South Tees YOS Board). 36 

CC 14.2 Maximise Troubled Families Reward Grant claims. 108 

CC 14.3 Early cessation of School Improvement Strategy and Programme. 420 

CC 14.4 Sell vacant children’s homes places to other local authorities. 78 

CC 14.5 Use grant funding to support Strengthening Practice training. 48 

CC 14.6 Freeze Restorative Practice and Family Group Conferencing training. 14 

CC 14.7 Use alternative funding for short breaks for children with disabilities. 46 

CC 15 Proposed closure of Berwick Hills Children’s Centre (subject to public consultation and final decision by the Executive). 15 

 Sub-total 1,884 
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Ref Saving 
2019/20 

(£000s) 

Digital 

DIG 01 Savings from further reductions in printing and mail. 101 

 Sub-total 101 

   

 Total 2,771 
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Appendix 4: 2019/20 replacement savings – impact assessments 
 

Subject of assessment: 2019/20 replacement savings (Appendix 3) – Full assessment 

Coverage: Crosscutting  

This is a decision 

relating to: 

 Strategy  Policy  Service  Function 

 Process/procedure  Programme  Project  Review 

 Organisational change  Other (please state) 

It is a: New approach:  Revision of an existing approach:  

It is driven by: Legislation:   Local or corporate requirements:  

Description: 

 Key aims, objectives and activities 

To assess the impact of proposals to make additional savings during 2019/20 in order to mitigate the projected 
revenue budget overspend identified at the end of Quarter One 2019/20. 

 Statutory drivers 

A number of statutory duties, guidance, legislation and regulations are relevant to the proposed savings, included but 
not limited to: the Local Government Act 1972 (budget setting) and the Equality Act 2010 (impact assessment). 

 Differences from any previous approach 

 The proposals represent changes to services, functions, staffing and funding models required as a result of financial 
pressures on the Council, and are outlined in the main body and Appendix 3 of this report. Following review, most of 
the proposals do not require an impact assessment, however two were identified as requiring assessment: early 
cessation of the School Improvement Programme (CC 14.3) and the proposed closure of Berwick Hills Children’s 
Centre (CC 15). 

 Key stakeholders and intended beneficiaries 

All residents of Middlesbrough and customers of the Council. Some proposals are more relevant to certain groups 
than others and this is set out within the following two individual assessments. Some proposals also impact on staff, 
and appropriate consultation with those employees and Trade Unions will be undertaken where required. 

 Intended outcomes 

To ensure that the Council effectively mitigates the projected revenue budget overspend identified at the end of 
Quarter One 2019/20. 
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Live date: September 2019 

Lifespan: September 2019 – March 2020 

Date of next review: March 2020 

Assessment issue 

Impacts identified 

Rationale and supporting evidence 
None Positive 

Negative 
Uncertain 

Justified Mitigated 

Human Rights 

Engagement with Convention Rights (as 

set out in section 1, appendix 2 of the 

Impact Assessment Policy). 

     

A number of proposals indirectly relate to human 

rights, e.g. changes to practice in Children’s 

Services. None of these have identified that there 

could be an adverse impact on human rights as a 

result of implementing the proposal.   

Equality 

Age      

Two of the proposals were potentially relevant to 

this protected characteristic and so required 

individual impact assessments (below). While the 

screening proposal (to be updated following 

consultation) to close Berwick Hill Children’s Centre 

(CC 15) identified that impacts that can be fully 

mitigated, the proposal for early cessation of the 

School Improvement Programme (CC 14.3) 

identified impacts that cannot be fully mitigated, but 

can be justified, as this (discretionary) programme 

has funded service levels well over and above 

business-as-usual activity, and was always 

intended to be time-limited. In addition, action 

needs to be taken to address overspends within the 

wider Children’s Services department that could 

impact on the Council’s ability to comply with 

statutory duties if not addressed. 
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Assessment issue 

Impacts identified 

Rationale and supporting evidence 
None Positive 

Negative 
Uncertain 

Justified Mitigated 

Disability      None of the proposals were identified as being 

potentially relevant to these protected 

characteristics. There were no concerns that 

the proposals could have a disproportionate 

adverse impact on a group or individuals 

related to these protected characteristics.  

While some of the proposals will have an 

impact on staffing levels, there are no 

concerns that those impacts could be 

disproportionately adverse as a result of 

individuals or groups holding one or more 

protected characteristics.  The Council has in 

place HR policies, which are separately impact 

assessed to ensure they are fair, to manage 

this process.  It will aim to mitigate adverse 

impacts through redeployment were 

practicable. 

Gender reassignment       

Pregnancy / maternity      

Race      

Religion or belief      

Sex      

Sexual Orientation      

Marriage / civil partnership**      

Dependants / caring responsibilities**      

Criminal record / offending past**      

Community cohesion 

Individual communities / neighbourhoods      

The two of proposals that required a separate 

impact assessment were relevant to 

community cohesion. There were no concerns 

                                                            
** Indicates this is not included within the single equality duty placed upon public authorities by the Equality Act 2010. 
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Relations between communities / 

neighbourhoods 
     

that the proposals could impact negatively on 

community cohesion because of plans in place 

to mitigate community impacts.   
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Further actions Lead Deadline 

Mitigating actions  Not applicable. N/A N/A 

Promotion  
Appropriate consultation and promotion of changes where there is an impact on 

service delivery will be undertaken.  
Individual leads Various 

Monitoring and 

evaluation  

Overall monitoring of the impact will be embedded within performance 

management arrangements for 2019/20. Further actions may be required 

following scheduled reviews if savings concerns continue. 

Strategic 

Director of FGS 

Ongoing to end 

March 2020 

 

Assessment completed by: Ann-Marie Johnstone, Governance and Information Manager 

Date: 14 August 2019 

LMT approver: 
Paul Stephens, Head of Strategy, Information and Governance (on behalf of James Bromiley, 

Strategic Director of Finance, Governance and Support) 

Date: 14 August 2019 
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Subject of assessment: Proposed closure of Berwick Hills Children’s Centre (CC 15) – Initial assessment (provisional) 

Coverage: Service-specific  

This is a decision 

relating to: 

 Strategy  Policy  Service  Function 

 Process/procedure  Programme  Project  Review 

 Organisational change  Other (please state) 

It is a: New approach:  Revision of an existing approach:  

It is driven by: Legislation:   Local or corporate requirements:  

Description: 

 Key aims, objectives and activities 

 To ensure that the Council continues to provide effective early help services to children and families and meets its legal obligations 

in respect of children’s centres as set out in the Childcare Act 2006. This provisional initial assessment has informed the proposal 

to consult on the future of Berwick Hills Children’s Centre with the recommendation to formally close it. 

 Statutory drivers 

Section 5A of the Childcare Act 2006 established the duty to secure sufficient children’s centres to meet local need, so far as is 

reasonably practicable. There is a duty to consult prior to opening or closing any children’s centre. 

 Differences from any previous approach 

Provision at the centre has been diverted to other sites since June 2018 when notice was given to terminate the lease by the 

school providing the site. Initially it was planned that an alternative site would be located in the area and signposting to other sites 

was undertaken on an interim basis. It is now being proposed that consultation is launched to seek views on a proposal to formally 

close the centre.  

 Key stakeholders and intended beneficiaries 

Children, parents, carers, schools and supporting health and delivery partners. 

 Intended outcomes 

That the Council continues to deliver sufficient children’s centres to meet local need within a model that recognises that a mix of 

outreach and centre-based work is effective in delivering early help services. 
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Live date: September 2019 (start of consultation process). 

Lifespan: Not applicable.  

Date of next review: Not applicable. 

Screening questions 
Response 

Evidence 

No Yes Uncertain 

Human Rights 

Could the decision impact negatively on 

individual Human Rights as enshrined in UK 

legislation? 

   
There are no concerns that the proposal to could impact negatively on 

human rights. Evidence used to make this assessment includes analysis of 

alternative locations for children’s centres and visitors to the centres. 
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Equality 

Could the decision result in adverse 

differential impacts on groups or individuals 

with characteristics protected in UK equality 

law? Could the decision impact differently on 

other commonly disadvantaged groups? 

   

The proposal is relevant to the age protected characteristic. Since June 2018 

families have been successfully redirected to other Children’s Centres within 

Middlesbrough, with no wide-spread issues reported in this time. 

Berwick Hills Children’s Centre is proposed for closure due to it being located 

in tight concentration of two other Children’s Centres, so the public still has 

access to services within a short distance. Data from 1 July 2018 to 12 

August 2019 indicates that 612 parents / carers of under 5’ have accessed 

alternative provision on the specific day set aside at Park End Children’s 

Centre for parents who live within the Berwick Hills and Pallister ward. In 

addition, a further 1,339 parents / carers have accessed services at other 

Children’s Centres, bringing the total number of Berwick Hills and Pallister 

parent/ carers of under 5s to have accessed services since the closure of the 

former site to 1,951. 

Within the proposed revised model families will continue to be signposted to 

other centres and staff will conduct more outreach activities and home visits 

to families, delivering interventions within the home. This model assists in 

targeting those families that are more resistant to interventions and can 

support families to resolve issues before they become unmanageable and 

result in more formal social services intervention. 

 

Staffing levels will be impacted by the proposal.  HR policies, separately 

impact assessed, will be used to mitigate the impact of this.  There are no 

concerns that staff could be disproportionately adversely affected by 

proposals because they hold one or more protected characteristics.  

 

Evidence used to assess the impact of this proposal includes analysis of 

alternative locations for children’s centres and visitor data.  

Screening questions 
Response 

Evidence 

No Yes Uncertain 
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Community cohesion 

Could the decision impact negatively on 

relationships between different groups, 

communities of interest or neighbourhoods 

within the town? 

   

There is no negative impact on community cohesion as a result of this 

proposal. The service will continue to support children and their families, 

either through access to the alternative settings, or through outreach based 

work to support families more effectively. Evidence used to make this 

assessment includes analysis of alternative locations for children’s centres 

and visitors to the centres. 

 

Next steps: 

 If the answer to all of the above screening questions is No then the process is completed. 

 If the answer of any of the questions is Yes or Uncertain, then a Level 2 Full Impact Assessment must be completed. 

 

Assessment completed by: Rob Brown, Director of Prevention and Partnerships 

Date: 14 August 2019 

LMT approver: Rob Brown, Director of Prevention and Partnerships 

Date: 14 August 2019 
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Subject of assessment: Cessation of School Improvement Programme (CC 14.3) – Initial assessment 

Coverage: Service-specific  

This is a decision 

relating to: 

 Strategy  Policy  Service  Function 

 Process/procedure  Programme  Project  Review 

 Organisational change  Other (please state) 

It is a: New approach:  Revision of an existing approach:  

It is driven by: Legislation:   Local or corporate requirements:  

Description: 

 Key aims, objectives and activities 

Cease the additional funding provided through the School Improvement Strategy six months earlier than planned. 

 Statutory drivers 

The Council retains a statutory duty in relation to school improvement under the Education Act 1996. 

 Differences from any previous approach 

The current strategy in place to delivery school improvement would cease and a new strategy developed. The 

£420,000 of the £2m funding originally committed by the Council not yet spent would be returned to central funds.  

 Key stakeholders and intended beneficiaries 

Children, parents, carers, schools and supporting education partners. 

 Intended outcomes 

That Council continues to delivery its school improvement duties following delivery of the majority of the current school 

improvement strategy. 

Live date: September 2019 (start of consultation process). 

Lifespan: Not applicable.  

Date of next review: N/A – Revised School improvement Strategy to be developed for the consideration of the Executive early in 2020. 
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Screening questions 
Response 

Evidence 

No Yes Uncertain 

Human Rights 

Could the decision impact negatively on 

individual Human Rights as enshrined in UK 

legislation? 

   

Right to education is a limited right that will not be impacted by this decision. 

Statutory duties in relation to school improvement will be maintained. The 

decision is reflective of the national transition to the academy model for 

education. Evidence used to make this assessment includes analysis of 

transition plans, analysis of residual capacity and school capacity to meet 

duties. 

Equality 

Could the decision result in adverse 

differential impacts on groups or individuals 

with characteristics protected in UK equality 

law? Could the decision impact differently on 

other commonly disadvantaged groups? 

   

The proposal was originally put in place to address a national decision to cease 

funding in this area, it was always intended to be a one off time limited funding to 

support schools to transition to the new way of working imposed by government to 

ensure educational outcomes did not suffer in the transition period.  The proposal to 

cease funding early and retain £420,000 will have an adverse impact on children (age 

protected characteristic). It is anticipated that this impact will be mitigated where 

possible by seeking alternative funding sources for the successful elements of the 

School Improvement Strategy. While it is anticipated that the majority of the 

successful elements will therefore be able to continue in some form, it is likely that 

there may be interruptions to services while funding is sought and the level of the 

service capacity reduced. Therefore it is not possible to fully mitigate the impact of the 

proposal, while acknowledging that the additional funding had been provided to 

address gaps in provision funded nationally, rather than a decision to reduce locally, 

this is this considered to be an adverse impact under the Public Sector Equality Duty 

(PSED). In order to comply with the principles of the PSED, steps were then taken to 

consider if the impact could be justified. It is judged that the impact of this decision is 

justified because the funding was over and above funding provided for the school 

improvement service. Also action needs to be taken to address overspends within the 

wider Children’s Services department that could impact on ability to comply with 

statutory duties if not addressed. 

The proposal will result in bringing forward a small number of redundancies for staff 

who were employed using the additional funding. There are no concerns that the 

proposal could result in a disproportionate adverse impact on those staff affected as a 

result of them holding one or more protected characteristic. HR policies will be used 

to manage this process, and have been separately impact assessed. 

Evidence used to assess the impact of this proposal includes analysis of transition 

plans, analysis of residual capacity and school capacity. 
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Screening questions 
Response 

Evidence 

No Yes Uncertain 

Community cohesion 

Could the decision impact negatively on 

relationships between different groups, 

communities of interest or neighbourhoods 

within the town? 

   

There is no negative impact on community cohesion as a result of this 

proposal.  The service will continue to support children, and their schools to 

comply with statutory duties in relation to school improvement. Evidence 

used to assess the impact of the proposals includes analysis of transition 

plans, analysis of residual capacity and school capacity. 

 

Next steps: 

 If the answer to all of the above screening questions is No then the process is completed. 

 If the answer of any of the questions is Yes or Uncertain, then a Level 2 Full Impact Assessment must be completed. 

 

Assessment completed by: Andrea Williams, Director of Education 

Date: 5 August 2019 

LMT approver: Andrea Williams, Director of Education 

Date: 5 August 2019 
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Subject of assessment: Cessation of School Improvement Programme (CC 14.3) – Full assessment 

Coverage: Service-specific  

This is a decision 

relating to: 

 Strategy  Policy  Service  Function 

 Process/procedure  Programme  Project  Review 

 Organisational change  Other (please state) 

It is a: New approach:  Revision of an existing approach:  

It is driven by: Legislation:   Local or corporate requirements:  

Description: 

 Key aims, objectives and activities 

Cease the additional funding provided through the School Improvement Strategy six months earlier than planned. 

 Statutory drivers 

The Council retains a statutory duty in relation to school improvement under the Education Act 1996. 

 Differences from any previous approach 

The current strategy in place to delivery school improvement would cease and a new strategy developed. The 

£420,000 of the £2m funding originally committed by the Council not yet spent would be returned to central funds.  

 Key stakeholders and intended beneficiaries 

Children, parents, carers, schools and supporting education partners. 

 Intended outcomes 

That Council continues to delivery its school improvement duties following delivery of the majority of the current school 

improvement strategy. 

Live date: September 2019 (start of consultation process). 

Lifespan: Not applicable.  

Date of next review: N/A – Revised School improvement Strategy to be developed for the consideration of the Executive early in 2020. 
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Assessment issue 

Impacts identified 

Rationale and supporting evidence 
None Positive 

Negative 
Uncertain 

Justified Mitigated 

Human Rights 

Engagement with Convention Rights (as 

set out in section 1, appendix 2 of the 

Impact Assessment Policy). 

     
No negative impacts identified in the initial 

assessment. 

Equality 

Age      

The initial impact assessment identified that while it 

was anticipated that the majority of the successful 

elements of the programme will be able to continue 

in some form, it is likely that there may be 

interruptions to services while funding is sought and 

the level of the service capacity reduced.   

It identified that it was not possible to fully mitigate 

the impact of the proposal, while acknowledging 

that the additional funding had been provided to 

address gaps in provision funded nationally, rather 

than a decision to reduce locally, this is this 

considered to be an adverse impact under the 

Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED).   

In order to comply with the principles of the PSED, 

steps were then taken to consider if the impact 

could be justified.  It is judged that the impact of this 

decision is justified because the funding was over 

and above funding provided for the school 

improvement service. Also action needs to be taken 

to address overspends within the wider Children’s 

Services that could impact on ability to comply with 

statutory duties if not addressed. 
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Assessment issue 

Impacts identified 

Rationale and supporting evidence 
None Positive 

Negative 
Uncertain 

Justified Mitigated 

Disability      

No negative impacts identified in the level one 

assessment. 

Gender reassignment       

Pregnancy / maternity      

Race      

Religion or belief      

Sex      

Sexual Orientation      

Marriage / civil partnership**      

Dependants / caring responsibilities**      

Criminal record / offending past**      

Community cohesion 

Individual communities / neighbourhoods      
No negative impacts identified in the level one 

assessment. Relations between communities / 

neighbourhoods 
     

 

                                                            
** Indicates this is not included within the single equality duty placed upon public authorities by the Equality Act 2010. 
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Further actions Lead Deadline 

Mitigating actions  
Creation of a revised School Improvement strategy and action will be 

undertaken to identify alternative funding sources where possible. 

Director of 

Education 

February 2020 

Promotion  

All Schools affected by the proposal have been advised that funding was likely 

to be ceased. Schools will be contacted again to advise that funding has ceased 

and will be advised of the decision and plans for a revised School Improvement 

Strategy to be developed in partnership with schools. 

September 2019 

Monitoring and 

evaluation  

School improvement effectiveness is monitored through the quarterly 

performance clinic process which includes data on key stage performance 

outcomes. 

N/A 

 

Assessment completed by: Andrea Williams, Director of Education 

Date: 5 August 2019 

LMT approver: Andrea Williams, Director of Education 

Date: 5 August 2019 
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Appendix 5: Proposed virements at Quarter One 2019/20 
 

Proposed budget virement 

Growth and Place 

PH&PP 

£000s 

Children’s Services 

ASC&HI 

£000s 

FGS 

(inc. 
General 
Fund) 

£000s 

Change 
Fund 

£000s 
REGEN 

£000s 

CCC 

£000s 

ECS 

£000s 

EDUC 

£000s 

CC 

£000s 

P&P 

£000s 

BP&C 

£000s 

Price uplift re: Fair Price for Residential 
Care review to Social Care Support Grant 

        815 (815)  

Executive Director of Children's Services      (190)   190    

Children's Services Administration      (947)  947    

Family and Friends Allowances      (953)  953    

Children's Agency (Residential Schools)       (6,313)  6,313    

Fostering Agency      (5,097)  5,097    

Fostering In-House      (2,003)  2,003    

Rosecroft (Children's Home)       (488)  488    

Holly Lodge (Children's Home)      (489)  489    

Fir Tree (Children's Home)       (367)  367    

Cloverwood (Children's Home)       (232)  232    

Edge of Care 16+ provision      (285)  285    

Edge of Care Specialist Hub Team      (419)  419    

Price uplift re: re-tendering of Extra Care 
Housing contracts to Pay and Prices 

        196 (196)  

ICT licensing (10) (1) (20) (40) (1) (79) (13) 0 (9) 173  

Total (10) (1) (20) (40) (191) (17,672) (13) 17,783 1,002 (838) 0 

          Total: 0 
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Appendix 6: Proposed revised Investment Strategy at Quarter One 2019/20 
 

Council External

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 TOTAL Funding Funding

Regeneration £000's £000's £000's £000's £000's  £000's  £000's 

Town Centre Related Projects 701       1,146    1,258    2,300    5,405     5,405    -            

Teesside Media & Innovation Village 40         7           153       -            200        200       -            

Middlehaven Related Projects 3,860    497       -            550       4,907     3,224    1,683    

Housing Growth 279       1,525    2,125    891       4,820     4,820    -            

M Homes -            2,250    6,750    -            9,000     4,100    4,900    

Teesside Advanced Manufacturing Park 4,254    16,120  1,000    -            21,374   12,523  8,851    

BOHO Car Park & Building Improvements 584       16         -            -            600        600       -            

Great Cabinet Of Curiosities Retention 5           -            -            -            5            5           -            

Capitalisation Of Major Schemes Salaries 440       530       530       530       2,030     2,030    -            

Affordable Housing Via Section 106 -            -            1,255    -            1,255     830       425       

Highways Infrastructure Development Section 106 -            -            786       -            786        -            786       

Stainton Way Dixon Bank Junction - Section 106 378       1,302    -            -            1,680     -            1,680    

Longlands to Ladgate Link 69         -            -            -            69          -            69         

Stainton Way Western Extension - Section 106 9           -            -            -            9            -            9           

Acklam / Hall Drive Improvements - Section 106 46         97         -            -            143        -            143       

Rose Cottage Pedestrian Links - Section 106 14         16         -            -            30          -            30         

The Big Screen -            -            20         -            20          20         -            

A66 Throughabout 186       3,048    -            -            3,234     -            3,234    

Newport Road & Acklam Road Improvements 116       -            -            -            116        -            116       

Ladgate Lane Cycle Paths 184       -            -            -            184        -            184       

Mandale Interchange 22         49         -            -            71          -            71         

Replacement of Ticket Machines -            189       -            -            189        189       -            

LED Street Lighting Upgrade (Phase 2) -            2,174    576       -            2,750     2,750    -            

Street Lighting -            468       468       468       1,404     1,404    -            

UTMC -            200       300       -            500        -            500       

JAQU - All schemes 463       1,450    -            -            1,913     -            1,913    

Members Small Schemes 18         59         -            -            77          54         23         

Grove Hill Joint Venture Projects 9           14         -            -            23          -            23         

Gresham Projects 1,578    1,203    -            -            2,781     2,728    53         

North Ormesby Housing Joint Venture - S106 funded -            100       321       -            421        -            421       

Empty Homes 2015 To 2018 40         103       397       -            540        -            540       

Local Transport Plan 2,696    3,702    408       -            6,806     9           6,797    

Total Regeneration 15,991  36,265 16,347 4,739 73,342 40,891  32,451  

Total Funding Available
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Council External

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 TOTAL Funding Funding

Culture, Communities & Communications £000's £000's £000's £000's £000's  £000's  £000's 

Town Hall Venue Development 343       140       17         500        500       -            

Cultural Transformation -            1,290    -            1,290     290       1,000    

Christmas Lights 122       -            -            122        122       

Theatre Winches & Lifts -            120       -            120        120       

Municipal Buildings 28         20         -            48          48         

Dorman Museum 5           97         102        102       

Orange Pip Market Equipment 24         24          24         

Total Culture, Communities & Communications 498       1,691    17         -            2,206     1,206    1,000    

Council External

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 TOTAL Funding Funding

Environment and Commercial Services £000's £000's £000's £000's £000's  £000's  £000's 

Purchase of New Vehicles 951       1,417    1,200    1,200    4,768     4,768    -            

Capitalisation of Wheeled Bin Replacement 100       100       100       100       400        400       -            

Capitalisation of Street Furniture/Dog Fouling & Litter Bins 55         55         55         55         220        220       -            

Capitalisation of Highways Maintenance 275       575       575       575       2,000     2,000    -            

Property Services Building Investment 340       340       340       340       1,360     1,360    -            

Parks Improvement -            180       -            -            180        180       -            

Bereavement Services 13         -            -            412       425        425       -            

Middlesbrough Sports Village -            -            -            -            -             (404) 404       

Nunthorpe Playing Fields S106 37         63         -            -            100        -            100       

Waste Disposal Plant Investment 2,808    -            -            -            2,808     2,808    

Crematorium Works 517       -            -            -            517        517       -            

Members Small Schemes 54         71         60         60         245        245       -            

Leisure Investment 121       -            -            -            121        121       -            

Property Asset Investment Strategy 1,565    2,068    766       1,120    5,519     5,432    87         

Town Centre Accommodation Strategy 381       3,212    1,407    -            5,000     5,000    -            

Hemlington CAT 25         -            -            -            25          25         -            

Newham Grange Leisure Farm 1,111    989       -            -            2,100     2,100    -            

Nunthorpe Sports Facilities -            100       -            -            100        100       

East Middlesbrough Community Hub 104       1,500    896       -            2,500     2,500    

Total Environment and Commercial Services 8,457    10,670  5,399    3,862    28,388   27,697  691       

Total Funding Available

Total Funding Available
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Council External

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 TOTAL Funding Funding

Public Health and Public Protection £000's £000's £000's £000's £000's  £000's  £000's 

Health & Wellbeing Hub 14 786 -            -            800 679 121

Healthy Pupils Funding 85 -            -            -            85 -            85

Middlesbrough Alcohol Centre of Excellence -            245 -            -            245 -            245

Total Public Health and Public Protection 99         1,031    -            -            1,130     679       451       

Council External

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 TOTAL Funding Funding

Education £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000  £'000  £'000 

Block Budget (Grant) Devolved Formula Capital -            30 -            -            30 -            30

Block Budget (Grant) School Condition Allocation -            -            1,230 -            1,230 -            1,230

Block Budget (Grant) Basic Needs -            -            103 -            103 -            103

Block Budget (Grant) Special Provision Fund -            -            392 -            392 -            392

Schemes in Maintained Primary Schools 1,535 3,100 570 -            5,205 1,775 3,430

Schemes in Primary Academies 10 20 -            -            30 -            30

Schemes in Secondary Academies -            867 -            -            867 -            867

Schemes in Special Schools 415 86 -            -            501 445 56

Capitalisation of Salary Costs 101 102 -            -            203 101 102

Total Education 2,061    4,205    2,295    -            8,561     2,321    6,240    

Council External

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 TOTAL Funding Funding

Children's Care £'000 £'000 £'000 £000's £'000  £'000  £'000 

Block Budget - Securing Services for Children with 

Complex Needs

-            46         -            46          -            46         

Gleneagles - Kitchen and External Works 54         54          54         

Purchase of a home for a Looked After Child in Hartlepool 12         12          12         

Children's Homes - Refurbishment work 19         19          19         

Edge Of Care Project 900       900        900       

Total Children's Care 85         946       -            -            1,031     900       131       

Total Funding Available

Total Funding Available

Total Funding Available
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Council External

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 TOTAL Funding Funding

Prevention & Partnerships £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000  £'000  £'000 

Block Budget (Grant) EFA Early Years 2 Year olds 

Entitlement (Trajectory Project)

7           -            -            7            -            7           

Total Prevention & Partnerships -            7           -            -            7            -            7           

Council External

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 TOTAL Funding Funding

Adult Social Care and Health Integration £000's £000's £000's £000's £000's  £000's  £000's 

Chronically Sick & Disabled Persons Act - All schemes 614 829 610 610       2,663 2,613 50

Disabled Facilities Grant - All schemes 2,064 3,424 1,999 1,999    9,486 939 8,547

Capitalisation of Staying Put Salaries 50 50 50 50         200 200 0

Home Assistance Loan 0 197 0 -            197 184 13

Home Loans Partnership (formerly 5 Lamps) 0 0 72 -            72 0 72

Small Schemes 35 41 0 -            76 0 76

Connect/Telecare IP Digital Switchover 0 164 110 110       384 330 54

Total Adult Social Care and Health Integration 2,763    4,705    2,841    2,769    13,078   4,266    8,812    

Total Funding Available

Total Funding Available
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Council External

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 TOTAL Funding Funding

Finance, Governance and Support £000's £000's £000's £000's £000's  £000's  £000's 

Desktop Strategy 205       200       -            -            405        405       -            

Enterprise Agreements 168       256       -            -            424        424       -            

CRM 32         122       -            -            154        154       -            

Town Hall Data Centre  Build 5           -            -            -            5            5           -            

ICT BOHO 63         20         -            -            83          25         58         

Scanning 6           74         -            -            80          80         -            

Early Help Module (Children's) 227       46         -            -            273        273       -            

Objective Upgrade 55         -            -            -            55          55         -            

IT Refresh - Network Refresh 29         223       -            -            252        252       -            

Lights On 214       284       448       -            946        946       -            

LCS Development Capture -            20         -            -            20          20         -            

Business Intelligence -            3           -            -            3            3           -            

Essential Refresh & Licensing -            43         1,623    2,243    3,909     3,909    -            

Innovation -            500       -            -            500        500       -            

GIS Replacement 12         392       -            -            404        404       -            

Melrose House Data Centre 221       109       -            -            330        330       -            

HR Pay -            37         -            -            37          37         -            

ICT Infrastructure 33         443       133       133       742        742       -            

Derisking Sites 129       300       1,200    435       2,064     2,064    -            

Dashboard Development 154       96         -            -            250        250       -            

Total Finance, Governance and Support 1,553    3,168    3,404    2,811    10,936   10,878  58         

Council External

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 TOTAL Funding Funding

All Directorates £000's £000's £000's £000's £000's  £000's  £000's 

Total All Directorates 31,507  62,688  30,303  14,181  138,679 88,838  49,841  

Total Funding Available

Total Funding Available


